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President's Corner

By Sue Spaid

The holidays are a time for reflection on the abundant
blessings I have in my life and a time to give thanks. I feel
blessed to be part of NBRAN, and doubly blessed to be in a
leadership role. Most days, NBRAN is a joy and I love helping
our volunteers do their jobs.
We have great a great network of people that carry out
NBRAN’s rescue mission. It warms my heart when I see posts
about all the dogs we are taking in and giving them
opportunities to live their best lives.
I love seeing the excellent work of all the NBRAN
coordinators and volunteers, and I am happy to see so many
people interested in volunteering with us over the last year.
Our coordinators and board members make it a point to
support our volunteers, and that focus really helps our people
feel appreciated!
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We are planning to have a coordinators meeting via Zoom in
January 2022. This meeting will be a great opportunity to
celebrate our triumphs and share and get advice on our
struggles. I am excited to host this meeting and it will be
wonderful to finally “see” you all!
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Tips for Good Dog Photos

By Mark Buckner

There is no such thing as too many pictures of our four-legged family members!
That is especially true if you have really good pictures.
Here are some simple tips to improve how you take photos of your Britt.

Get down to their level. Photos taken on the eye level to
your dog have more of a connection to the viewer versus
shots looking down on them. Watch for opportunities
where they are up closer to your point of view like on
the couch (GASP!) or the bed (Double-GASP!).
Focus on the eyes. Try to focus from the tip of their nose
to the back of the ears. Even if you can’t get that entire
area in focus, the eyes are almost always the most
important element. If using a camera, you have far more
control of depth of field (the area of your image that is in
focus) vs. phones.
Use a longer focal length lens. This helps you to get up close without having to be
right in your dog’s face. A longer lens will put your dog front and center while
blurring the background. Most cell phones have 2x lens, so you don’t need
multiple camera lenses. Try using your phone’s portrait mode but know the
technology isn’t perfect. Practice makes perfect.
Use natural light. Since the early days of photography, diffused light coming
through a large window is the key to the best portraits (dogs or humans) Outdoors,
overcast days make better portrait lighting with softer shadows and smoother
tones. On a sunny day, find some open shade where your pup is lit by the broad
expanse of sky rather than direct sunlight. Harsh shadows are the enemy!

Shoot at an angle when using your flash. We have all seen
the pictures where the dog’s eyes have a yellow or red
glow. This is because the flash is too close to the lens and
leads to bad phone pictures. When using your phone,
avoid taking the photo right into the dog’s eyes. If using a
camera with a flash, bounce the flash off the ceiling or a
wall. You can turn a wall/ceiling into the light source and
stop this problem.
Use treats. Your dog will look at the camera longer and
they will know photos mean snack time!

Even with these tips - patience is your most important tool. Good luck and I look
forward to seeing your pictures in my Instagram feed!
Follow Mark on Instagram @markbuckner - Mark was a commercial sports
photographer for over 30 years, specializing in hockey. Mark and his wife, Kathy,
have been NBRAN volunteers for years, mostly transporting dogs. We are inspired
by the work of our friend, Lora Smith, and her colleagues.
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Coordinator of the Quarter

Nancy Walker, TX,OK,AR,MO,& KS
The NBRAN Board of Directors selected Nancy Walker as
the Coordinator of the Quarter!
Most of our NBRAN volunteers know Nancy Walker as
one of our amazing transport coordinators. She works
tirelessly during the week to set up transport routes, fill
every leg with volunteers, locate overnight homes, and
verify the transport details. Nancy oversees dog transports
and ensures it runs smoothly every weekend for multiple
dogs. She makes it easy for volunteers to meet on time.
A big part of her time is spent searching for drivers for
multiple transports. She has likely called you asking for
help. Nancy serves as the co-coordinator for TX, OK, AR,
MO, and KS and an NBRAN board member. Nancy works
full-time, in addition to pulling dogs from kill shelters and
other desperate situations to get them somewhere safe,
medically evaluated, and fostered.
Congratulations to Nancy on being the Coordinator of the
Quarter! We appreciate your hard work and all you do!

Volunteer of the Quarter
Daisy & Mike Geasland
The NBRAN Board of Directors selected
Daisy & Mike Geasland as the Volunteers of
the Quarter.
Daisy & Mike have been dog lovers
(Rottweilers and Springers) their entire lives.
In 2017, they fostered their first Britt, Maggie
Mae, and now Rosie. They are not only
amazing fosters but are NBRAN adopters
affectionately known as "foster fails." Brodie, their Springer Spaniel, found a new Britt sister
that he adores while Mike & Daisy have been volunteering with NBRAN.
Over 10 years, Mike & Daisy have fostered 10 Brittanys for the CO team and worked with
several hard to place dogs like Wonky Wyatt, Wilson. They are currently fostering a set of
bonded seniors named Prince & King. They are professional dog trainers and helped us with
a Britts & Britt mixes with some behavioral issues.
Their positive-reward based training has helped many dogs in need and also the human CO
team. The love they have for Brittanys now shows when Daisy posts photos and updates on
social media for her fosters. When asked to volunteer, Mike & Daisy always say "Sure, we
have room!"
As fosters, adopters, & trainers, they are an absolute asset to the CO team and NBRAN!
A huge thank you to Mike & Daisy for being outstanding NBRAN volunteers!
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Rolling Lady Bird
From Beth P.
In September 2018, Lady was rescued from a
kill shelter in TN. She had some issues walking
because she fell from her previous owner's
four-wheeler. I drove to Nashville to meet her
and bring her home. Indeed, Lady walked like
a drunken sailor, but got around just fine. I
added "Bird" to her name, and I tend to call her
Birdy.
My vet did cold laser therapy on her weekly, but in March of 2021, she lost
the ability to stand up & move. This photo is of Birdy on her “Uber” that
came to the rescue. She knows it takes her where she wants to go. She even
tries to get on it by herself. She living her best life riding along with me!

Baxter's Colorado Adventures
From John G.
We adopted Baxter (Dozer) from
NBRAN in May 2020. A few months
later, we moved from Rapid City, SD
to Pueblo, CO. Baxter is turning two
this December! He fits into our family
perfectly. He likes to annoy his older
brother (a Teacup Poodle) but always
gives him the bigger dog bed.
Baxter has been an absolute joy to own
and he is a loving member of our
family. This fall is our first hunting
season together and he’s already off to
a great start!
We cannot thank NBRAN enough for
bringing him into our lives.
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Hobie Loves the Animals
From Susan K. R.
We adopted Hobie in January 2020 from his
rescue home in PA. Our 15-year-old Brittany
female Knuckles had passed away in 2019.
Little did we know this handsome 3-year-old
male would be our “pandemic” dog.
Hobie is hilarious and obsessed with cats,
deer, and squirrels. He spends most days
hunting
in
our
yard.
He
makes
embarrassingly loud howls when he sees an
animal on our walks. He has even caught
numerous
animals
including
three
groundhogs!

Happy Birthday Ringley!
From Marnie & Marc G.
We adopted our sweet boy Ringley,
from NBRAN in 2005, when he was
eight months old.
We were told that his name means
“friendship renders honor.” He is now
16 and a half! He is doing really well, but
arthritis slowing him down these days.
We are hoping to celebrate his 17th
birthday next spring. He looks forward
to the winter in Florida. He is an
absolute treasure. Ringley now has a
rescue Boykin Spaniel sibling from
Operation Little Brown Dog.
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Enzo Gets Remi!

From Pauline G.

Enzo is our pride and joy! I don't like to play favourites, but he is
perfect and I always tell him quietly he is our "best boy." Enzo is almost
8.5 years-old now and royally spoiled. He is my shadow since I have
been working from home because of COVID. We have been hiking and
staying in rental cottages. Enzo is super intelligent and very in-tune
with me. He listens so well and knows his routines.
Our Tobey crossed the rainbow bridge at age 15. Enzo was showing
separation anxiety whenever we left him behind, so we needed a dog
sibling. Enzo’s brother pup made his way to us from Nebraska.
Remi is a 3-year old cutie. He was abused and very hand shy but Remi
is a love bug. He just needed a family of his own.

Joy with Chef and Beats

From Jonathan N.

I was battling a rough bout of depression when my wife said we could get a
dog. I’ve always wanted a Brittany, so we reached out to NBRAN.
We adopted Chef in Fall of
2014. He brought me back to
life and changed our lives for
the good. In turn, we took
him from a broken street dog
to a healthy, muscular people
lover.
In 2017, we added Beats to
complete our family from an
owner surrender.
Thanks NBRAN!
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From the Coast to the Mountains
From Meghan M.
Our foster dog, Chesapeake (Ruby), was adopted in
June. Since then, she has move from Maryland to
Colorado. She loved living by the Bay, but now loves
being a mountain dog with the snow, rocks, and dirt!
Chesapeake’s next big adventure starts in February
2022, as a big sister to her human’s new baby girl.

Dottie and Sammy Updates
From Cheryl W.
The girls are settling in well. We've spent
most of the time running around the
backyard, chasing toys, birds, squirrels, and
playing tag with each other. They're eating
well too. Sammy Jo remains cautious,
doesn’t like other people or dogs coming
around our fence, but she likes her kennel.
I play all day with the dogs, feed them, and even gave them their first
treats (frosty paws), but Larry is the dog magnet! They can't get enough
of him! So happy to have Dottie and Sammy in our home.

Happy 5th Birthday Quincy!
From Dianne E.
Her given registered name was Harley
Quinn Romance but we just call her –
Quincy. NBRAN rescued her. We
fostered & adopted this amazing pup.
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Notes from Daisy
I’m Daisy and my human is Deb B. I have learned a
lot of new tricks and she gives me yummy treats. I
have been with Deb for a little over a year now. We
take daily walks, even if it is rainy or cold. I am afraid
of the thunder, and I refuse to walk when I hear it.
When it thunders, Deb wraps me up in a blanket or
towel and we snuggle until I am not afraid.
I have brought Deb some presents to try to make her
happy – chipmunks, moles and mice. I even got her a
pigeon, but only injured its wing. Deb didn’t get it in
time before an owl swooped down for it. I sure gave
Deb the stink eye on missing that squab meal!!

I love car rides! During the spring, summer and fall months, we travel to Deb’s
parent’s cottage on a lake. I only like to wade in the lake, and I don’t like to
swim. I might be more persuaded to stay in the water if the ducks would come
closer. I love Deb and I love her mom. I make sure I cuddle with Deb’s mom
and give her attention. Sometimes, I take naps upright in my human’s chair.

Annie Finds Her Furever Home with Her Foster Family
From Patty C.
This is Annie. We fostered her at 9 weeks old
back in March 2021. We adopted her soon
after. For 10 months, I worked with Erin
Kennedy, the NBRAN OH Coordinator, to
find a pup like Annie.
I was so excited when Erin said they had 8
puppies that needed homes. Kudos to Erin
and everyone on her team that made this
happen for us!
My fiancé, Bud, has been a volunteer with
NBRAN for 25+ years. Over the last 16 years,
we have fostered many Brittanys in our home.
Sometimes it can be very hard to say goodbye
to the dogs, but our hearts are full knowing
they found a forever home. Over the years,
we have had three Britts of our own. Thank
you NBRAN for what you do!
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Baby Shark Riley
From Jill M.
Riley is doing fantastic. She is gaining
weight and is now a chubby puppy.
Her personality is your typical baby
shark Britt️! Here is Riley with her
sister, Fiona.

Donate to our 2021 Annual Capital Campaign!
The 2021 Annual Campaign is underway! This is your chance to help
NBRAN to fulfill our mission to rescue, rehabilitate, and re-home
Brittanys in need. As volunteers united in a common cause, NBRAN is
committed to the care of these dogs in foster homes and providing for
their physical and emotional needs. Read more on page 17!
Please consider donating before December 31, 2021 or becoming a
sustaining supporter by making a recurring monthly donation based on
what you can afford.
Thank you to those who helped make this a successful campaign! Check
out the March newsletter for the list of 2021 Brittany supporters.

Watch for other winter fundraising events
Watch your email and NBRAN's social
media for more information about these
fundraising events!

Buy your Christmas cards now
Shop our online store for
themed Christmas cards.

Brittany

Look for Santa Paws Letters this month!
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Photo Gallery
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Get Involved!

CHEWY GIVES BACK PROGRAM
Support NBRAN while you shop at Chewy.com!
Click here to sign up directly!
Sign into your Chewy.com account or create a new
account.
Search for National Brittany Rescue & Adoption
Network under Find Rescue.
Click on the
to favorite NBRAN.

♥️

NBRAN gets a portion donated on all purchases
& a bonus donation for each new customer that signs up!

LAST CHANCE TO SHOP THE DOG STORE
The Dog Store sells Brittany and NBRAN merchandise masks, clothes, totes, mugs and more. NBRAN receives a
portion of your purchase every time you shop.
Go to shopthedogstore.com/collections/nbran-1 or click
the logo to shop now through December 31st, 2021!

SHOP WITH AMAZON SMILE
Amazon Smile donates a part of your purchase price
to NBRAN. You will get the same great deals and can
easily support us at the same time!
Go to smile.amazon.com and search for National
Brittany Rescue and Adoption Network or click the
logo to be taken directly to our Amazon Smile our
Smile account. We raised over $1300 last quarter!
Remember to shop at www.smile.amazon.com
to make sure NBRAN gets the donation.

VOLUNTEER WITH NBRAN
We are always looking for new volunteers to help support NBRAN's mission.
You can be a foster caregiver, a driver for the canine railroad, make a monthly
donation or sponsor a dog!
You can learn more by going to www.nbran.org/get-involved.
Sign up to be a volunteer at www.nbran.org/get-involved/volunteerapplication
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Fundraising Update
BY CHRIS EDDINGER

As 2021 comes to a close, NBRAN and the fundraising team truly appreciates
everyone’s generous support.
We were amazed in September during our annual Dog Days of Summer Basket
Raffle where you all once again stepped up to help NBRAN. We raised $13,230
to help rescue, rehabilitate and re-home Brits in need.
In October, your generous support of NBRAN continued via purchases made at
Shop the Dog* where we raised $37.00. More dogs were helped thanks to our
early holiday shoppers through AmazonSmiles where NBRAN received
$1,352.75. *Please note: Shop the Dog will no longer be available after
December 31st, so watch for updates on how to get your NBRAN apparel.
Our 2021 Christmas cards and NBRAN Classic Christmas sets went on sale in
November along with our 2022 NBRAN calendars. We have raised nearly $500
in cards sales alone! Our 2022 calendars are selling out quickly and will nearly
be gone by the time you read this so hurry if you want to get one.
Thank you to everyone who helped share our November $5 Friday to help
offset the cost of Butterscotch’s medical care. The email blast that was sent on
Tuesday, November 16th, brought in around $2300. Coupled with the Friday
social media post which raised another $380, a total of nearly $2700 was raised.
We know every little bit helps and thank you, one and all.
Now into December, which is a very busy time for everyone, the team is
keeping busy helping to fill the Holiday wishes of many of NBRAN foster dogs.
Watch for the special Santa Paws letters coming out this month to see how you
can help. Check your email & social media for details on ways you can assist.
We are currently planning our Share the Love Auction, which will take place in
February 2022. If anyone has items they want to donate, please email Chris
Eddinger at ceddinger@verizon.net.
Watch our Facebook and Instagram for our next fundraising events.
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Adoptions

We found homes for 54 dogs last quarter!

Gibbs, AL

Sedona, CA

Lexi, GA

Savannah, GA

Charlie, IA

Bodhi, IL

Penny, IL

Sophie, IN

Duke, KS

Mia, KS

Beau, MI

Cooper West, MI

Hoss, MI

Mosby Charles, MI

Brandi, MN
(bonded)

Morgan, MN
(bonded)

Blondie
(Pippa), MO

Donny, MO

Chip, MS

Scout, MS

Buddy, NC

Enslow
(Archie), NC

Ladybug, NJ

Bruce, OH
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Adoptions
Captain, OH

Calla, OK

Duncan, OK

Jasmine, OK

Spencer, OK

Willa, OK

Sami, ON

Autumn, SC

Brandy (Sugar),
SC

Maple, SC

Riley, SC

Daisy, SC

Mattie Lou, SC

Ellie, SC

Beans, SC

Dexter, SC

Gus, SC

Rocky, SC

Angie SD

Sadie, SD

Abby (Luna),
TN

Danny, TN

Sammie Lou,
TN

Brittany Mae, TX

Jackson, TX
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Adoptions

Lexi Sue, TX

Logan, TX

Ralph, TX

Raven Eads, TX

Beau, WA

Intakes & Adoptions Since 2016

FOSTERS NEEDED!
Fill out your foster application
at http://www.nbran.org/getinvolved/fostervolunteerapplication or email
info@nbran.org with
your questions.

SHARE YOUR STORY
Email Dave Voeltz at Dvoeltz@pie.midco.net to share your story and
photos. We love sharing stories about your pups and their adventures!
We love seasonal photos and your dogs in action!
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The Doggy Kitchen
Coconut and Cranberry Treats
Ingredients
1/2 cup dried & shredded coconut, unsweetened
1/2 cup dried cranberries, unsweetened
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1 tablespoon coconut or vegetable oil
1/4 cup peanut or almond butter
1 large egg, beaten
1/2 cup wheat bran
1/2 cup water (as needed)

Steps
1. Pre-heat your oven to 350 degrees F or 175 degrees C. Line cookie sheets
with parchment paper.
2. Chop the cranberries into smaller pieces.
3. In a bowl, mix together well the bran, cinnamon, coconut, and cranberries.
4. Add oil, nut butter, and oil to the dry ingredients. Combine everything well.
5. Slowly add water and mix with your hands until a still dough forms.
Add as much water as you need to the dough to form.
6. On a floured countertop, roll out the dough to 1/4 inch thickness.
Use holiday shapes to cup out festive cookies shapes.
7. Place cookies on the sheet & bake for 20 to 25 minutes or until golden
brown.
8. Cool treats on a wire rack for at least 3 to 4 hours.
9. Store treats in air tight container and put in the refrigerator or freezer.
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Follow us on social media
for the latest information!
@_NBRAN

@National Brittany
Rescue & Adoption
Network (NBRAN)

NBRAN Leadership

Questions?

NBRAN OFFICERS

Email info@nbran.org with
your general questions.

President: Sue Spaid
Vice President: Susan Guthrie
Treasurer: William Canney
Secretary: Dave Voeltz

NBRAN BOARD MEMBERS
Chris Eddinger
Lora Smith
Jessica Stevenson
Sandra Toal

Denise Turgeon
Melinde Waddle
Nancy Walker

SOCIAL MEDIA TEAM
Carol Chimera
Kim Perez

NEWSLETTER TEAM
Rebecca Gehring
David Voeltz
Kelly Killeen
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RESCUE GROUPS, TRAINING
OR PROBLEMS
Email Sue at brittsrgr8@gmail.com

TRANSPORTATION COORDINATORS
Nancy Walker, nwalker@capecod.net
Helen Tostevin, htostevin@yahoo.ca

ONLINE STORE
Email Sofia Evangelista at
sofevangelista@gmail.com

OMBUDSMAN
Contact Dave Voeltz confidentially at
dvoeltz@pie.midco.net if you have
worries or concerns of any nature.
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